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Week 5: Trade, specialisation vs diversification, 
theories of trade and integration

Recap

• Endogenous vs exogenous growth — making A a function 
of capital, or augmenting labour with human capital. 


• Hard to verify or falsify theories based on empirics, since 
quantification nearly impossible. Not robust in Two Million 
regressions. 

Course objective
1. Provide you with a set of historical facts to provide context to 

debates about growth and globalisation.


2. Learn some of the core and contemporary theories and 
learn the “language of economics”. This will help you when 
conducting your own research.


3. Foster a) a critical mindset for interrogating theories and the 
evidence for/against them, and b) an appreciation of details. 

4. Simulate an interest in economics! This course is what you 
make of it - so what do you want to learn about? Ask questions! 
No tutorials to this is your chance.

What is globalisation?
• Many possible approaches/interpretations. An increase in global:


• trade interdependencies (i.e. international trade a % of GDP).


• cross-ownership of financial assets (international ownership 
of property, bonds, equities, currency etc).


• formal institutions that play a role in regulating human society 
(World Bank, IMF, etc).


• culture exchange (e.g. US entertainment culture).


• migration.

Trade
• International trade (one element of globalisation) is thought to 

increase economic growth through a number if mechanisms 
(channels) 
— pure specialisation effects 
— technology spillovers (or access to new production techniques) 
— economies of scale (agglomeration effects) 
— access to natural resources not locally available


• Many theories try to explain why trade exists at all? Some to 
show under what conditions it is mutually beneficial or not.


• Many try to unpick what sort of trade policies best contribute to 
growth — can causal links from certain policies to economic 
growth and distribution be established?

Contentious

• There is no branch of economics in which there is a wider 
gap between orthodox doctrine and actual problems than 
in the theory of international trade. 
 
Robinson, J. (1973a) ‘The new mercantilism’, Collected 
Economic Papers, vol. 4, ch. 1, Oxford: Basil Blackwell.



https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-trade/u-s-sets-new-tariffs-on-chinese-solar-imports-
idUSBRE84G19U20120517 https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NE.TRD.GNFS.ZS 

“Great trade collapse”

Internal trade?

• If trade has some negative effects, should we be cautious 
about the free trade between Queensland and New South 
Wales?


• What makes international trade different?


• Come up with your two best reasons in groups. 5mins.

Gravity model
• Simple model that tries to make basic empirical predictions.


• Says that the bilateral trade flows between two countries can 
be be predicted based on the size of their economies and 
the distance between them.


• Fij = G Mi Mj / Dij


• F = trade flows between country i and j 
G = constant 
M = economic size of countries i and j 
D = distance between countries i and j (aka trade costs) 

Evidence
• Broad empirical support that reducing/increasing trade 

costs artificially increases/decreases trade. Landlocked 
countries have higher trade costs and trade less.


• Also applies to labour migration well as goods. 


• “In the context of the model, the empirical results suggest 
that income growth explains about 67%, tariff-rate 
reductions about 25%, transport-cost declines about 8%, 
and income convergence virtually none of the average 
world trade growth of our post World War II sample.”

http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.202.4996&rep=rep1&type=pdf 



https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/rdp/2004/2004-11/gravity-model.html 

Limits
• Fits the data and supports a lot of commonsense 

observations — decreasing cost of trade between two 
countries will increase trade between them. Bigger 
countries (wrt economies) trade more.


• Has little to say about growth effects or desirability of 
trade in terms of local welfare, nor of long run effects. 


• Confusing long run patterns in the data - an apparent 
increase in the G term, even though shipping costs 
dramatically lower. 

https://voxeu.org/article/distance-puzzle-resides-poor-economies 

“Distance puzzle”

Comparative advantage
• It matters what different products a country makes, not 

where it is.


• David Ricardo in 1817 proposed this explanation for why 
countries trade — i.e. that there was mutual benefit. And 
also make some prediction about the composition of 
trade — who exports and imports what products.


• Was proposed in the context of long battles over 
conditions Methuen Treaty of 1703 which arose to cement 
commercial trading arrangements between Great Britain 
and Portugal.

Basic idea
• No capital — production from labour inputs and skills 

which differ for each product in different countries. 


• Can be due to “endowments” — minerals, sunshine, 
whatever. 


• Specialisation and trade in surplus of that good can 
increase total consumption for each country. 


• Eg. Crusoe can “produce” 10 coconuts or 7 fish per day 
      Friday can produce  6 coconuts or 6 fish per day.



http://www.fresheconomicthinking.com/2016/06/robinson-crusoes-real-economic-
choices.html 

Evidence
https://www3.nd.edu/~agervais/documents/3.RicardianModel.pdf 

So what?

• We are back to self-evident / commonsense statements 
— countries that produce things cheaper sell them 
internationally to countries that produce the same things at 
a higher cost. 


• Says nothing about how countries “earned” their 
productivity in particular sectors. How did Japan go from an 
advantage in rice and silk to cars and electronics?

Heckscher–Ohlin theorem

• Builds on this idea of how countries get their advantage 
by suggesting it might be “factor endowments”.


• The country that is abundant in a factor exports the good 
whose production is intensive in that factor.  
 
Alternatively: 
 
Countries tend to export goods whose production is 
intensive in factors with which the countries are 
abundantly endowed. 

Model Assumptions
• What are factor endowments?  

• Two countries have the same technology available but different 
factor endowments of two inputs (like labour and capital).


• Two goods produced, where one requires more of one input 
than the other. 


• Tastes/preferences are the same in each nation.


• There is perfect mobility of outputs, but not of inputs (factors)


• All resources fully employed and trade is balanced.

AA and AB are Autarky eq.
Orange lines are indifference curves

PA and PB are Trade eq. Production
CA and CB are Trade eq. Consumption

Thanks Wikipedia! 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heckscher–Ohlin_model  



• In 1962 US exports had less “capital factor” in them than 
their imports, despite the US being endowed with much 
higher capital at that time.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Leontiff paradox Evidence
• More recent evidence is more consistent with the theory, 

though not totally convincing.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Economies of scale
• A factor that started being considered in the 1880s and 

informs what is now known as “new trade theory” which 
began to consider the new evidence from the Asian Tigers in 
the 1970s and 1980s.


• Suggests that factor endowments and specialisation don’t 
help explain how countries become endowed with advanced 
industrial capacity or new types of production capacity. 


• Frank Graham in 1923 showed that Ricardian and H-O 
models don’t work where there are economies of scale and 
non-economies of scale industries.

Country A Country B

Product Work 
days

Output 
per day Total Work 

days
Output 
per day Total

Wheat 200 4 800 200 4 800

Watches 200 4 800 200 3 600

• World production = 1,600 wheat + 1,400 watches  
(3,200 wheat equivalents) 
 
Country A’s income = 1,714 wheat equivalents 
Country B’s income = 1,486 wheat equivalents

• World price: 8 wheat = 7 watches 

Country A Country B

Product Work 
days

Output 
per day Total Work 

days
Output 
per day Total

Wheat 0 4 0 400 4 1600

Watches 400 4 1600 0 3 0

• World production = 1,600 wheat + 1,600 watches  
(3,429 wheat equivalents) 
 
A’s income = 1,829 wheat equivalents (was 1,714) 
B’s income = 1,600 wheat equivalents (was 1,486)

Country A Country B

Product Work 
days

Output 
per day Total Work 

days
Output 
per day Total

Wheat 0 4 0 400 3.5 1400

Watches 400 4.5 1800 0 3 0

• World production = 1,400 wheat + 1,800 watches  
(3,457 wheat equivalents) 
 
A’s income = 2,057, wheat equivalents (was 1,714) 
B’s income = 1,400 wheat equivalents (was 1,486)

• Country A gets a bigger advantage from specialising in 
economies of scale industries, while Country B is worse off 
specialising in diseconomies of scale industries



Evidence
• Countries that caught up (Asian Tigers) did not do it from 

increasing specialisation in agriculture or mining. 


• Most countries relying in agriculture and mining exports (often 
the least productive sectors) never get growth effects - 
Ecuador’s Bananas, Bolivia’s tin, Peru’s cotton.


• No country has “joined the rich club” specialising in primary 
industries — oil states an interesting case. 
 
 
 
 

Dutch disease

• Specialisation in resource sector (with diseconomies of 
scale) leads to declines in other sectors (where 
economies of scale are apparent), making it more difficult 
to grow after the inevitable bust in resource prices or 
when resources are depleted.


• This is why Norway has their sovereign wealth fund. 


• Why do resources have diseconomies of scale at a macro 
level?

https://voxeu.org/article/great-trade-collapse-what-caused-it-and-what-does-it-mean 

Recent trade collapse

Trade and convergence

• Asian tigers were major exporters during their fast growth 
years. Often this is interpreted as being that ‘free trade 
facilitates growth”


• Yet the quantity of trade (or trade share of GDP) does not 
determine how ‘free’ trade is. It can be tightly regulated 
and a large part of the economy (as it was in South 
Korea).


• Ha-Joon Chang shows that South Korean trade was 
heavily regulated in terms of allowable imports.

Infant industry argument
• That because of economies of scale, trade should not be 

immediately fully opened, but strategic manufacturing 
sectors should be protected from international competition 
until they establish abilities and economies of scale 


• Tacit knowledge is stuff that we know — but we can’t 
explain how to do it!


• Very much the Asian Tiger approach. 


• Modern view is that some “export/market discipline” is 
necessary to learn rather than shirk behind protection.  
Recall the Egyptian carpet exporters from Wk 1.



Puzzles
1. ‘Capital’ ‘flows’ from poor to rich countries on average. 

Poor countries are accumulating assets in rich countries! 
(does capital really ‘flow’?)


2. Rich countries trade the same goods and services with 
each other (Japan sells cars to Germany, for example)


• “Over 70 per cent of the exports of industrialized countries 
go to other industrialized countries … These facts appear 
to be inconsistent with comparative advantage 
theory” (sometimes called a ‘trade paradox’)

Managed trade
• Although Asian Tiger successes look like the result ‘free 

trade’, the trade that occurred was tightly controlled.


• Imports of goods that were in competition with local 
industries were often banned. Central control of foreign 
exchange was one method to ensure market actors only 
imported high quality capital goods that were not in 
competition with local goods (i.e. individual holdings of 
foreign currency were prohibited).  


• Foreign investment was typically banned, or there were 
ceilings on ownership, plus local content requirements for 
manufacturers. 

Hamilton, 1791
• Report on the Subject of Manufactures (which ultimately led to a 

century of US industry protection)


• “the country needed a big programme to develop its industries. The 
core of his idea was that a backward country like the US should 
protect its ‘industries in their infancy’ from foreign competition and 
nurture them to the point where they could stand on their own feet.”


• “Hamilton proposed a series of measures to achieve the industrial 
development of his country, including protective tariffs and import 
bans; subsidies; export ban on key raw materials; import 
liberalization of and tariff rebates on industrial inputs; prizes 
and patents for inventions; regulation of product standards; and 
development of financial and transportation infrastructures.”

War

• War of 1812 broke and US tariffs in imports were 
increased from 12.5% on average to 25%.


• In 1816, they were raised again, to 35% on average. By 
1820 they were 40%.


• Despite being the most protectionist country in the world 
throughout the 19th century and right up to the 1920s, the 
US was also the fastest growing economy. 

Chang, H J. (2007). Bad Samaritans. 

Trade balance and FDI
• Most economic theories assume that trade balances 

(exported value = imported value). 


• In reality, trade has been very unbalanced since the end 
of Bretton Woods (15 Aug 1971) — more next week.


• What is Foreign Direct Investment? How does it help 
growth?


• If trade doesn’t balance, how do monetary payments 
balance? Is a “Balance of Payments Crisis” a risk?



Readings for Wk 6
• Bryan, K. (2015). Douglass North, an economist’s historian. 

https://voxeu.org/article/douglass-north-economist-s-
historian 


• Aron,J. (2000). Growth and Institutions: A Review of the 
Evidence. The World Bank Research Observer, vol. 15, No. 
1. https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/0a5a/
4e2eaaa232c8250770c5db6f69abe15b0fa6.pdf 


• Rodrick, D. (2018). Straight Talk on Trade : Ideas for a Sane 
World Economy. New Jersey Princeton University Press. 
Chapter 2 - How Nations Work only (on Blackboard)


